Chilly's Choices 2021

Chilly Billy’s Ice Cream Truck

Bomb Pop Jr.
Flavors of cherry, lime and
blue raspberry fill the mini
fins that make this treat an
all-American favorite. Blue
Bunny Brand. (non dairy)

Orange Dream Bar
Heavenly vanilla ice cream
is coated with a tangy orange
sherbet shell for a delightful
frozen treat. Blue Ribbon
Classics Brand.

Strawberry Crunch
A thick strawberry center is
surrounded with smooth
vanilla ice cream and rolled
in a crunch coating. Perry’s.

Fruit Punch Bar

Wacky Watermelon Bar

Made with real fruit juice
this kid tested treat is sure to
hit the spot. Rich’s Ice
Cream. (non dairy)

Pink and green watermelon
flavored ice swirled together
for a treat that's hard to beat.
Rich’s. Real Fruit Juice.
(non dairy)

Fudge Bar

Vanilla Ice Cream Bar

Chocolate Crunch

An ice cream bar favorite!
Artificially flavored vanilla
ice cream on a stick, dipped
in a chocolate flavored
coating. Perry’s.

A thick chocolate center is
surrounded with smooth
vanilla ice cream and rolled
in a crunch coating. Perry’s.

4oz Chocolate Sandwich

Nutty Sundae Cone

The classic fudge flavor
you’ve cherished since
childhood. Blue Ribbon
Classics Brand.

4oz Vanilla Sandwich
Artificially flavored vanilla
ice cream and 2 chocolate
Wafers. Byrne Dairy or
Perry’s Brand.

Artificially flavored
chocolate ice cream and 2
chocolate Wafers. Byrne
Dairy Brand.

Cotton Candy Bar
Yellow and pink swirls of
cotton candy flavored ice
make this a super treat.
Rich’s Brand. (non dairy)

Artificially flavored vanilla
ice cream, a milk chocolate
flavored coating, & peanuts
on sugar cone. Byrne Dairy
or Blue Ribbon*(Availablity)

Original Bomb Pop

Jolly Rancher Bomb Pop

Strawberry Froz Fruit

Bubblegum Snow Cone

Flavors of cherry, lime and
blue raspberry fill the
famous fins that make this
treat a favorite. Blue Bunny
Brand. (non dairy)

Jolly Rancher watermelon,
grape, lemon & green apple
in the iconic Bomb Pop®
shape. (non dairy)

Blue Bunny Strawberry Froz
Fruit Bars. All natural, fat
free strawberry flavored fruit
bars with real fruit pieces. 4
oz. bar. (non dairy)

The timeless classic.
Rainbow cherry, banana and
blue raspberry crushed ice in
a paper cone w/ gumball.
Blue Bunny Brand. (nd)
(Not Available)

Giant Sandwich Van.

Big Sandwich Neo

Sponge Bob Bar

More of the good stuff. Two
chocolate wafers hold loads
of artificially flavored
vanilla ice cream. 6oz. Good
Humor Brand.

Artificially flavored
strawberry, vanilla and
chocolate ice cream between
rich chocolate wafers. 6oz.
Blue Bunny Brand.

From under the sea and into
your freezer! Fruit punch
and cotton candy flavored
slushed ice with gumball
eyes. Popsicle. (non dairy)

This "ultimate" bar has
strawberry and lemon
flavored slushed water ice.
Popsicle. (non dairy)

Hello Kitty

Minions Bar

Avengers Capt America

Snickers Ice Cream Bar

This strawberry and cherry
flavored frozen pop is
shaped like Hello Kitty™.
Popsicle. (non dairy)

Despicable Me Minion™ Ice
Pop are shaped just like your
favorite movie characters!
Popsicle. (non dairy)

Cherry & Lime flavored
frozen confection with
gumball in center. Blue
Bunny Brand. (non dairy)

Twix Ice Cream Bar

M&M’s Cookie Sandwich

Choco Taco

Creamy vanilla ice cream,
gooey caramel and the great
cookie crunch of Twix®
bars covered in a rich,
delicious chocolatey coating.

Chocolate cookie
sandwiches and vanilla ice
cream * Made with M&M'S
Milk chocolate minis
(Limited Availability)

Artificially flavored fudge
rippled reduced fat vanilla
ice cream, a taco shell cone,
milk chocolate flavored
coating and crunchy peanuts.
Klondike.

Choco Chip Sandwich

Oreo Cookie Sandwich

Cookies & Cream

A double delight!
Artificially flavored vanilla
ice cream rolled in chocolate
flavored chips and placed
between two chocolate chip
cookies. Good Humor.

Vanilla ice cream mixed
with crunchy OREO®
cookie pieces between two
big OREO® wafers.
Klondike.

A frozen dessert bursting
with crunchy bits of creamfilled chocolate cookies.
Perfect when you’re on the
go. Blue Bunny Brand. 10oz.
When Availabe.

Spiderman Bar

Peanut butter ice cream,
caramel and peanuts with
chocolate. Enjoy the great
taste of Snickers in an ice
cream bar.

Oreo Cookie Bar
Artificially flavored vanilla
ice cream with OREO
Cookie pieces and OREO
Cookie crunch coating.
Good Humor.

Cookies ‘n Cream
A frozen dessert bursting
with crunchy bits of creamfilled chocolate cookies.
Perfect when you’re on the
go. Rich’s Brand. 10oz.
When Available.

Original Bomb Pop Cup

Lemonade Bomb Pop

The 12oz individual cup
means this treat is just for
you. Flavors of cherry, lime
& blue raspberry in a
cup. Blue Bunny Brand.
(non dairy)

The 12oz individual cup
means this treat is just for
you. Flavors of lemonade,
limeade & strawberry
lemonade in a cup. Blue
Bunny Brand. (non dairy)

Push Carts Available
For Rental
Where Ice Cream Truck
Is Not Practical.
Like Long-Term Parties
Or Indoor Events!

Credit Cards Accepted!

Menu Subject To
Change
Product Availability
May Impacted By
Covid-19

Serving Buffalo &
Western New York
th

Our 16 Year!

Since 2006!

On the Web at www.ChillyBillysIceCream.com
Contact Us At info@chillybillysicecream.com
www.facebook.com/chillybillysicecream
www.twitter.com/chillybillys
Phone: 716-578-8449

